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The advent of Homeshop18 has totally transformed the Indian online shopping industry. With huge
amount of products in all the different categories there is something for everyone. Talk about books,
apparels, skin care, menâ€™s products, home dÃ©cor etc, more or less everything can be found on the
site homeshop18.com.

Adding to that are those irresistible discounts and hot deals which are advertised regularly on the
website. In fact the best deals are flashed on the home page itself so that you donâ€™t miss the
opportunity on your favourite products. Several online shoppers who had earlier faced the troubles
from low quality shopping websites have found Homeshop18 as the perfect answer for their needs.
With continuous innovative services Homeshop18 has delivered the promise on a consistent basis.

There is no mandatory registration for shopping through the website. However, guest users will be
prompted to enter contact mail address and a new password so as to automatically create an
account in which frequently used shipping destinations and transactions for a particular users can
be stored. There is a 24 hours 365 days Homeshop18 Customer Care team that works with
impeccable dedication so as to deliver a beautiful shopping experience.

There are numerous contact methods provided on the website through which customers can voice
in their issues. In fact you will not find so many different ways to sort out the issues in any other
shopping website. There are 24 hours contact numbers for registering any Homeshop18 Complaint.

Users can also send SMS from their registered numbers and the concerned executives will contact
them for solving the problems. Then there is Homeshop18 help desk where several answers to
frequently asked queries can be found.

For queries related to existing orders, users have the facility to submit tickets against their orders.
With all the various customer facilities any  Complaint against Homeshop18  is solved within no
time. This has been the major factor that has provided the thrust to promote the overall brand as the
best among online shoppers.

Free delivery is offered for the products and reputed agencies are hired for delivering the products
straight to the customerâ€™s doorsteps. In case of any in-transit damage products can be returned and
refunds are made promptly.

There is a specific Track Your Order section provided on the website for monitoring the status of
confirmed orders. Unlike other shopping websites that have volumes of rules and regulation the
policies followed at Homeshop18 are easy and extremely transparent wherein the top priority is
given to overall customer satisfaction.

Different payment options are provided like debit cards, credit cards, online banking and even cash
on delivery. The entire payment setup is made absolutely secure for a high degree of protection
from any kind of malicious and fraudulent intentions.

The hassle free payments and easy transactions have been appreciated by several customers. The
website has setup rigorous standards of operation and the entire organization strives hard to
maintain high performance levels.

Products from the best brands in the market are readily available on the website at all times. For
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any questions regarding the products and services fell free to call the helpdesk for immediate
attention to all your issues.
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Author has been writing articles of consumerâ€™s interest for a long time. This article is being written to
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hard to make their customers happy. Main motto of this article is to get a online consumer forum
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